A SNaPshot assay for detection of 45 mutations in the SCN5A gene in the Chinese Han Population.
Sudden cardiac death (SCD) occurs frequently in forensic practice and results in no visible pathological changes that can be detected in an autopsy. In recent years, the genetic background has been emphasized when examining SCD cases. The aim of this study is to establish a feasible system to detect SCD-related genes for forensic DNA laboratories. Forty-five reported SCD-associated SNPs from sodium voltage-gated channel alpha subunit 5 (SCN5A) were considered in our experiment. We established a SNaPshot assay for the typing of 45 SNPs using multiplex PCR and the minisequencing technique. Two multiplex PCRs were performed and optimized to cover 14 and 16 DNA fragments. The SCD victims came from the Chinese Han population residing in Shanxi and Chongqing provinces and were examined and compared with a non-SCD group and with normal healthy individuals. A missense mutation at rs1805124 (H558R) was detected in the Chinese Han population in this study. A SNaPshot assay can be performed in any forensic DNA laboratory and would be capable of meeting the increasing demand for SCD detection. This method would also be beneficial for screening at-risk in family members of SCD victims.